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History tells the facts about the first educational systems, curriculums, different types of approaches and teaching strategies. It also describes the old Educational System that have been through many challenges and problems as well. But the education continues to resist those challenges. During this time of pandemic, everyone is taking consideration the old normal and the new normal. In the old normal education, there is a physical environment wherein students can have the face-to-face interaction to their teachers and classmates. However, in the new normal there is no physical school, the teacher facilitates in the virtual classroom. In relation to this, there are many distractions that can be encountered by the students such as from their siblings, parents, neighbors, pets and other things. Moreover, the students are not able to have focus on their lessons in online classes or answer the modules correctly. Also, in the old normal, the presence and the student-teacher interaction is always present allowing the students to ask questions to their teachers whenever it is needed. In contrary, in this new normal education, most of the time, it couldn’t be provided because some of the students have no internet connections and some hesitant students do not bother not to ask questions that they have in their minds because of the new walls between the student and teachers. There are still good and bad effect of turning the old normal into the new normal but still we shall continue the learning for the students and for our country.
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